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Junction box surface mountingL Cat. 6A shielded - DIN-
rail adapter REG-APL C6Amodul 180

Metz
REG-APL C6Amodul 180
130B21D1APL-E
4250184151449 EAN/GTIN

97,27 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Connection box APZ 1P C6Amodul keystone REG-APL C6Amodul 180 Type of mounting DIN rail TH35, design of the mounting rail adapter straight, material plastic, for the
connection of the termination point counter station in the APZ room of the termination point line network (APL), equipped with C6, Amodul K 180°suitable for the Mounting rail
mounting in the meter field of the general power supply below the cover in the room for additional applications according to VDE-AR-N 4100, safe to touch with integrated dust
protection slide, not sealable, for connecting a MUC communication module, GHMT Cat.6, A re-embedded PVP certifiedCat.6, A Component testing according to ISO/IEC
11801-1, DIN EN 50173-1, ANSI/TIA-568.2-D and IEC 60603-7-51, GHMT certified compliance with Class E, A up to 500 MHz according to ISO/IEC 11801-1, DIN EN 50173-1
tested: component up to 600 MHz, link up to 800 MHz, suitable for 10GBit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3an), remote powering (PoE, PoE plus, UPoE and 4PPoE) and HDBaseT,
connection of data lines AWG 26/1 - 22/1 (egg stranded) and AWG 26/7 to 22/7 (stranded) on IDC insulation displacement terminals, migration to 25G systems without the
need for special tools, plug-in direction of the module inclined at 90° to the mounting rail, strain relief with locking clip on the loading piece, with viewing window for the enclosed
inscription insert, cover parts pure white RAL 9010, glossy surface, variants: APZ 1 port, APZ 2 port
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